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ENVIRONl\tENTAL SIIADOWPRICING: 
SOME ISSUES RELATED TOSAI~lNlTY MANAGEMENT IN VICI'ORIA 

BINHURSAWIDBHN 
Depmmentof Agrl,eulturet 'Victoria 

1. INTRODUCfION 

Salinity is VktOfta's~lC$t environmental problem. n iswidelpcad ·and .. i~inl 
tbrougltOUt lbt Staat. pIl1icularlyin the northern. western and,south-el$tcmpu1$. 'The 
impact ofillinity vanes from ,loca!isedeffcctsto wider regiOnal cffectt. .It bcsthnated 
tbat the direct cO$tofw.inby to VietoriJtsecQnOmyibfOO&hPfOductivityIO$$C$i$ln t.be 
order or liny mllUon doUmper ycar(SIlt Acdon:Joirn ACtion, Victoria 1988). Other 
costs sucbq envitonmentalikgradltion.loWCM, of drinldnl water quality. and ·.the· 
deterior.uionin infnutJuCture facUities(sucb uroads) have notbetnestimatt.d, but 'ItO 
believed lobe signifia.nt., 

The. VictooanGovemmctn'S nrattgyto conuol a,nd.rnan.pSlJinity isdtrougb jaint 
govemment*communilyplanning forthc major U1t .. arredC(t·c;atchmcnu .lU'Kli$CletCedsub
regions. Salinity '.~1anagcmc.n Plans (S~tP$)bavcbeenronnul1UCd(orfour$UCb JQb .. 
regions. wbi1cat least 'sU more pIau are to bereleutd witltintbtntxt couple of ~. 
In aUtbe SMPs completed to date the oostor~inilydimlgc lwbecn lCCOUo,edooly 
with respect toproductlvitylosses. Amlljor limitation .ill ·the Jalinhymwsemcnt 
planning process bas been the 'inability to account for the impact ofsaJinity on the 
environment. 

Apicturc of .. dootn and gloom ~ prevails in tbccflviroomenUll :sccurioof $ui.nny 
managementplanning.. Wld!c tom-c oCtile environmcntalimplCtI of .saJuutY~ybc real 
and CQuldthrcaten environmenttlvalucs. others may only be ofmarginllsisnir~. 
The (luideUnc$ for the Preparation of SMPJin Viewri. (t98S:18).itatc; .., Enviromnenw. 
effects COOSldefedtO be signiflCl.ht shoUld be rosted in. dolfar rmns, L'ld i.ncluded In me 
ccooornicaccount wbtrevt:rpos:siblc ...... 

It is therefore bnperative tbllenvironmcntal benefits of Allnity be;properlYlCeounted in 
the salinity management planning process. This paper isthc tnt :seep in fulfUUng tbc 
above R:quin:menL It distU$5es the mostappUcable melboos avaitlblcto value 
environmental amenities affected by ulinity~ 

Theprimwy objeed.vo uribe paper is to discus, the HedonicPric:c (HP), Travel Cost (Te) 
and Contingent Valuation (CV)mclboo$ for valuing enviroomentalc:ommodirics and to 
enumerate on their respective major' sU'tngms and \VeI.ktascs. 

Section two addresses the, environmental impacts of salinllyand $ettionthrectbcproble.ms 
usocbued with valuing envirortrm:ntd commodities. Secuoofour discusses lbctbrec 
metbodsmentioned above. In $CCtion five tbepotendal lOUse the difTerenlvaluation 
method$ in ,salinity manag~ment planning t.o value e;nvi.ron.mcmalumcnitiel is bi,hlighted. 
followed by conclusions. 



2.ENVlRONMENl'ALIMPACtSOFSALINrrY 

Salinity bas widerangingunpatts on .. the· environmenl.ltaffects faumlandtbrougbli$ing 
wlltertablt$ .multing inproducdvitylosscs and in tbe loagrun adecUne in buld valOC$. 
Salinity: directly ·affCCtStbcenvimn.mental e4:osystemJucnaswctland$ (inlandlak~t 
swamps. biUaoongs and depressions). ,$tteams and rivers, ;otber ~. vegetatioq. 
natural flora and fauna. 

The environmental quality of wctlandsmnge from 'vcryrresh to fresh « 4.000EC) t() 
brackish to saline to hyper;.s.ttline (>100.000 Be). Intbc;lCenuJg .• Lakessu~tegion 
currentlynbout .40% of the wetbndsaresalinetoll~Wine ;mdlhis ,proportion is 
expected to increa~ if theertectS of salinity continue unabated. Whilstnosuch 
comparable statistic, am .available for.otber SMPs, it is e~peCted that ifuIinIty boot 
controlled. the environment will continue todegradc inthesccatChment$. 

In the case of natural vegt:tauon,rare flora sucbuthcswampshe<>ak are threatened. 
while other natural floral .n!.serve! such as grey box, black box •. red rlvergum.and mwny 
pine are also affccted-Increasing salinity bas reduced the area orrresbwaterhabitall 
available to waterbinisand otheraquadcvegetation.lta!so affects ocher wild Ufehabitats, 
which in tum a.if'ectstbe recreationalvalucs ofsueh environments. 

3. TUE VALUATION PROBLEl\t 

Environmental amenities unlike Other goods and services do not operate througb 
l.~tablished markets. and consequendy, do not have observable prices ff •••• becausetne 
universal and important feature of these things is their lack of a monelary'pricc, ..... 
(Siuden and Worrell, 1979:12). The lack of a mouctary price is primarily due 10 the 
environmental amenity bcingviewed as a public good wi ... ; no deflnedpropenyrights; le. 
the), are chamcterised by the conditions of non-excludability (open tothegeneralpubUc) 
and non-rivalry (consumption by nne person does notredute the level or amenities 
available to anyone else). 1'beabscncc of propertY ri.ghts is due to social conventions or 
the nature of the amenityitsclf. 

his possible to create a market for the consumption of some environmental amenities 
such a! swimming,saiUng, bird watching or hunting. However,it may be too costly or 
administratively prohibitive to do so. 

The problem of valuation is funher confounded by the fact that the benefits of some 
environmental amenities such as aesthetic \talues and biological diversity nre less 
discernible. Similarly~ the benefit of some environmental amenities accrue to people who 
may be away from the site. ~fllis benefit is the knowledge that environmental amenities 
(Parks. lakes. etc.) exist nnd are available for future usc. This knowledge or texistence' 
benefit is present even lhoughthey may never use it. 



4. METHODS FOR VA 1 UINGENVIRONMENTALCOMMODITJES 

Over the last couple of decades methodologies have been developed toprovidc monetary 
estimates ·of value people place on environmental amenities. The$Ciru:ludei~t 
methods which rely onbehavi(}Uf of housebolds 1n similarmarkcts to rcvealthe value 
placed on such unprlced commodities and direct methods using survey techniques. The 
HP and TC methods fall into the fonner category, while the CVmethod is a direct 
method~ 

A major thrust in salinity mpnagement planning is the control of watertablesthrougb 
drain8;ge and other fann land improvements. Quanntativeassessmentof the additional 
benefits of fann improvements is .necessary to help both lndividuals andlhegQvemmentto 
make investment decisionsonsaUnity control. The impact ofsnlinitycontrol on land 
values is a significant benefit The hedonic or implicit price method is It tcchnique which 
can be used to estimate this. 

4.1 TheHedonicPriceMethod 

The HP method is based on the premise that some commodities have bundles of 
chnrdctcristics and treats demand as depending on a good's attrir s.Rural amenities 
like fann land have cenain attributes such as soil condition,bul ~ improvements,ctc., 
expenditure on which may be reasonably assumed to embody the 'Va.. 'of the attribute of 
interest. For example, if there are two properties in a salinity affected region whicb are 
similar in all respects but one has sub surface drainage and othcrland improvements to 
manage salinity. then differences in prices would reflect the value of fannimprovements. 

The theoretical and conceptuallmsis of the method are detailed in Fisher (1985). Anderson 
and Bishop (1986) and ICing and Simien (1986). TIle method calculates the implicit 
marginal price of the attributes of interest by regressing expenditure on the relevant market 
good on measurablechantcteristics including the attribute of interest. It should be noted 
that only rann land charatteri&1icsare included intbe model. 111C implicit price function 
is expressed as: 

where P is the price of the good, Z, is the environmental attribute being measured and 
z/ .. Z,.· are optimal quantities of the other fann land charaC1eristics. 

The HP method has been most widely applied to value environmental amenities such as 
air quality (Schulzeet al 1981; Brookshire et al 1982) and noise pollution (Nelson 1981) 
in the urban property markeLMorerecently, it has beenappUed to study the impact of 
soil conservation investment on farm land values (Gardner and Barrows 1985; :King and 
Sinden 1988; Palmquist tmdDanielson 1989). Miranowski and Hammes (1984) applied 
the method to study the impaCt of soil characteristics on fann land values. The general 
conclusion from these studies indicate that the market recognised land condition as an 
environmental quality, with better or improved land fp,tching higher prices. 

The above studies clearly demonsttatethe potential of this method to detennine the impact 
of salinity conb'al practices such as drainage on rural land values in Victoria. 
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The successful application oftbe method is based on certain assUlllP~")ns: the ,presence of 
an active land market; a diversity of buyers with fuUinformationa500ttllevari()Us 
packages of characteristics; a wide spcctruIDofproperties acrosstberange of 
ehamcteristics;and,buyersandscUcrsmustllf:uvely recognise and reacttQ.ehanges in 
land conditions (King and S~n 1988). A$sumingtbat the s.bove conditions ,~ fulfilled. 
theHPmethod will be a useful tool in the .planningand evaluation of'salfuitymanagcment 
plans in Victoria. 

A limitation of lhe HPmetbodisilSinability to pf()vi~ estimates of valuc$of tbeoff~site 
impacts of land improvements. Afunher shortcoming of the method is that 'it CaJplot 

estimate non market benefits of rurallandimprovemenl$ suchu. conservationor~thctic 
values. Such values stem from the fact that people bavetbe 'latowledgedtatfann 
improvemenfs m:e beneficia11 but are unable to direcdy consume sllchbendits. To value 
such non~marketand non-use benefits we have to turn to other valuati()n techniques. 

4.2 The Travel CoslMethod 

In addition to enhancing rural land values, salinity control bas a significant effect in 
improving the quality of environmental amenities such nsrecreation.Tbe valuation of 
such environmental arnenities can be approacbed by using ta'le TC .method. The TC 
method is an indirect way of determining the value that consumers place an a non 
marketed good by observingtbeir behaviour in actUal markets. 

The method is based on the premise tbat visitors to a recreational site pay an impUcit price 
for the sites amenities embodied in the travel cost and other cost incUITCdinvisiting the 
site. A detailed discussion of the method is provid~ in Anderson and Bishop (1986), 
Smith, .Desvousgesand Fisher (1986). Ward and loomis (1986) and Mendelsohn and 
Brown (1983). The method derives a demand equation for a .particularrecrcation site i by 
specifying the number of visits (V J to the site during a .predermed period (usually a 
season), the implicit price ofatrip (CJ including bothvebicle cost$ for thel'()und bipand 
the time costs of travel. a vector of implicit price of substitute sites j (PqJ, individuals 
income (Y J and a vector of sociOtConomic variables (ZJ of significance. The trip 
generating function is: 

Much of the above infonnation can be obtained through a survey of recreationists either 
by on.-site sampling or household surveys. 

An estimated ordinary demand curve is shown in figure 1. An improvement intbe 
environmental quality ofarecreation site will shift the demand curve to the right and the 
increase in consumer surplus is a measure of the willingness to pay for the improvement. 
However. this is only true if the condition of "weak complementarity" holds. l 

l A public good and a private good are weakly complementary if. when the qwmtity demanded of 
a private good is zero.tbe marginal value Of marginal.utility for the public good is also zero. 
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Figure 1 - Illustration of an improvement in environmental quality with a shift in the 
demand curve from D1 to ~ 

The TC method has been widely applied to estimate the demand for recreational facilities 
such as water quality (Smith, Desvousges and Fisher 1986), goose bunting (Bishop and 
Heberlein 1979), Marine fishing (McConnell 1979) and p1Uic recreation (Hanley 1989). 

The method is not without its problems, a major issue being the valuation of travel time. 
The time taken to travel from a destination to a particular recreational site has an 
opportunity cost. Based on urban transport studies, Cesario (1976) estimated that the 
value of non work time spent intransponation usually fell between one-fourth and one
half the wage rate (in Anderson and Bishop 1986). Bishop and Heberlein (1979) in their 
study of goose hunting used both the above values for travel time and found that 1he 
consumer surplus of a goose hunting permit varied between 56% and 28% respectively 
below the benchmark value detennined using a simulated market. Their results highlight 
the problem of arbitrarily setting a value of time at some percentage of wage rate as 
suggested by Cesario. There are other issues in the detennination of the travel cost 
variable (CJ. For instance there has been some debate as to the value of time spent at the 
recreation site itself (Ward and Loomis 1986), while Bishop and Heberlein question the 
assumption of the treatment of travel costs as equivalent to admission costs. 

Bishop and Heberlein (1979) also point out that there are other potential sources of biases: 
substantial differences in therecreationists tastes and preferences; access to substitute sites; 
and the assumption that recreational quality remains constant over the range from zero to 
full use (i.e. the effects of crowding on environmental quality). They further ..ruse other 
conceptual problems such as handling multipurpose trips (recreation and work) or 
multiple-site trips (vacations including several stops). Bishop and Heberlein conclude that 
the above biases have significant impact on the travel cost values for recreation and extra 
market goods. 

In recent years research on the TC method has concentrated on overcoming some of the 
problems, thus strengthening the applicability of the method. Mendelsohn and Brown 
(1983) discuss the hedonicU'3vel cost method, which is used to detennine the value of 
different levels of characteristics of recreation sites. However, such a technique requires 
more extensive and higher quality data than the simple TC method. 
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The simple TC method, in spite of some shortcomings, iS8p()tential tool to detennine the 
recreational value derived front an existing site. This value will be useful for example, in 
making polley decisions associated with wetlands conservation in the salinity management 
planning process in Victoria. 

The HP and TCmethods discussed above measure the on-site benefits of land 
improvements and recteationalamenities respectively. Most travel cost studies attempt to 
value the 'recreation experience' (Young and Allen 1986); i.e. the user benefits of 
recreation such as game hunting or general outdoor recreation. However, there ate oUter 
non-user values such as existence value and optionvalue2 which have to be considered in 
valuing environmental amenities. The HP and TCmethods cannot 'be used to estimate the 
above non-user values. The CV method described in section 4.3 can be applied to value 
both user and non-user values. 

4.3 The Contingent Valuation Method 

The CV method uses survey questions to elicit people's preferences for public g<lOds by 
finding out wbat they would be willing to pay for specified improvements in them 
(Mitchell and Carson 1989:2). The CV method presents the consumer with a bypotbetical 
market in wbich to buy the product in que~tion. Thehypotbetical market is constructe:din 
detail so as to present the consumer as complete a picture as possible to help bim/her 
value the commodity in question. The willingness to pay for the commodity lomonetar)' 
tenus is elicited through a bidding game. The bidding process is iterative with the 
respondent .reacting toa variation in price as posed by the researcher. The bidding process 
is continued until the desired bid (price) is realised, at wbich p()int tbe process is 
tenninated. 

Individual willingness to pay is dependent on factors such as income, tastes or preferences 
and other socioeconomic variables. It is therefore important that when eliciting 
willingness to pay, data is also collected on other variables related to the bid. A bid curve 
is then estimated for individual i as follows: 

where W is willingness to pay, Q is the quantity or quality of the environmentw. 
commodity, Y is income level, T measures preferences and S is a vector of other 
socioeconomic variables. 

~ Exislence value is defin.ed by Bishop (1978:.15) as t ••• the utilitylhatpeople receive from simply 
knowing that something exists'. (see Mitchell and Carson 1989:63, for a discussion of this 
concept). 

Option value is the value attributable to the option of making future use of an amenity. (see Bishop 
1982 for an exposition of this concept). 
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The CV method has had wide applications. More recentllPplications include valup~tions of 
th~ scenic beauty of lake sites (Loomis 1989), rivers (Boyle and Bishop 1988; Boyle et al 
1988), natural parks (Hanley 1979), valuing changes in water quality (Smith eta! 1986), 
prime agrlculturalland (Bergstrom et al 1985) and air pnllution(Brookshire etal1982). 
Contingent valuation studies done to value recreational benefits are for deer anclwild 
game hunting (Boyle et al 1985; Bishop et aI 1984), fishing (Samples 1985), and wild 
fowl hunting (Bishop etal 1983; Hammack and Brown 1981). 

Apart from valuing the user benefits of non-market commodities, CV can also beqsed to 
value non-user benefits such as existence values. This was demonstrated by Bennet 
(1984) in his study to estimate the existence value of the Nadgee Nature Reserve in New 
South Wales. 

The CV method also has its criticisms and weaknesses. The major criticism of the 
method has centred on its hypothetical nature aptly summed up by Scott (1965): uAsk .a 
hypothetical question and you get a hypothetical answer" (cited by Anderson and Bishop 
in Bromley 1986: 125). The hypothetical nature of the method gives rise to a number of 
biases such as starting point bias, strategic bias, hypothetical bias, infonnation bias and 
payment vehicle bias. 

Starting point bias: Starting point bias arises when the initial bid posited by the 
interviewer influences the respondent's final bid. Unlike in the case ofnonnal market 
commodities, people are not familiar with the concept of expressing values for non-market 
commodities. Consequently, the starting bid suggested by the interviewer conveys some 
market infonnation to the respondent which may assist the latter toamve at th~ final bid 
for the commodity being valued. FurthennOle, due to the hypothetical nature of the CV 
market, if the commodity being valued is poorly defined or not distinctly perceived by the 
respondent, starting point bias may result. It is also contended that if the starting bid is 
very different from the responde nt's actual final bid, then the iterative process may bore 
and tire the respondent, who may then prematurely tenninate the bid. 

The evidence regarding the presence of starting point bias in CV studies is inconclusive. 
Schulze et al (1981) reviewed six studies and concluded that starting point bias was not 
significant in three of them. Boyle, Bishop and Welsh (1985) on the other hand reviewed 
three other studies and found that starting point bias was clearly present when a 
hypothetical market was used. However, in one of the studies reviewed by them, which 
used a simulated market starting point bias was not evident leading them t,) conclude that 
starting point bias was an artefact of hypothetical markets. Samples (1985) using widely 
disparate starting bids in a study to value the benefits of recreational fishing, showed that 
starting bids influenced fmal bids. 

To overcome the shortcoming of starting point bias in CV studies alternative valuation 
techniques such as the payment card, dichotomous choice and open-ended questions have 
been suggested. There is no general consensus as to which is the best technique, different 
researchers opting to use the technique that suits their research best. For instance, Bishop 
and Boyle (1988) compared iterative bidding estimates with payment cards and 
dichotomous choice estimate I in their study to detennine the scenic v due along the lower 
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Wisconsin river. They concluded that each technique had its strengths and weaknesses 
and no single technique is neutrnl in the elicitation of consumer surplus for non-market 
goods. 

Strategic bias: Strategic bia.s arises where individuals may attempt to influence the 
outcome of the result by not responding truthfully. For example, if individuals suspect 
that the costs of environmental amenity would be borne by others, tbeymay Qversta,te 
bids. Conversely, if they believe that their bid may result in increasing costs to them, they 
will attempt to understate the bid. However, contrary to theoretical expectations, strategic 
bias appears to be more the exception than the rule in several CV stqdiesinvestigated for 
this error (Bishop and Heberlein in Kerr and Sharp 1985, Schulze et al1981). 

Hypoll,etical biQs: Because we are dealing with a hypothetical market in CV a. potential 
error may be induced by not confronting the respondent with an a.ctual situation. Th11S 
Schulze et al suggest that the non-market attribute being valued should be a.ccura~ly 
depicted and be believable by the respondent. Recen" studies have used a variety of 
instruments including visual aids, photographs, maps and chans such as the water quality 
ladder (Mitchell and Carson 1981), to provide a clear and unambiguous picture of the 
commodity being valued. 

Information bl(Js: Information bias is induced by the lack of or type of infonnation given 
to the consumer in the contingent market. The evidence of information bias in CV studies 
is mixed. However in a recent experiment to determine the impact of information on 
willingness to pay, Bergstrom et al (990) show that information is important for accurate 
environmental commodity consumer valuations. 

Payment vehicle bias: In order for respondents to come up with realistic values some 
specific mechanism for payment must be specified. Payment vehicles used in CV studies 
range from higher taxes, fee for services, license fees, etc. Depending on the payment 
mechanism for obtaining willingness to pay, outcomes may vary. Some researchers 
contend that this is a type of "information bias" (Schulze et al 1981). However, there is 
growing support for the view tb~l payment vehicle, should be expected to affect 
willingness to pay amounts as it reflects the policy conditions under which the a! .• enity 
will be provided (Mitchell and CrJ'Son 1989). 

A second major issue in CV studies is the measure used to detennine the change in 
welfare resulting from changes in the quality/quantity of the non-market commodity being 
valued. Two measures of welfare change have been used in CV studies; willingness to 
pay for an improvement in the commodity and willingness to accept compensation 
(compensation demanded) to go without the improvement. 

Theoretically t the difference between willingness to pay and compensation demanded 
should be negligible provided income effects are small. Yet, a number of studies cired by 
Gregory and MCDaniels (1987) indicate that individuals compensation demanded has been 
consistently greater than their reported willingness to pay. They conclude that the above 
evidence clearly indicates a fundamental difference in the two approaches, and is also 
supported by certain theories in psychology. This decision has fundamental implications 
for benefit-cost analysis, for the acceptance of a difference between willingness to pay and 
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com~nsation demanded measures means one can no longer use willingness to pay as a 
surrogate for compensation demanded values (Gregoryl,UldMCDaniels), 

Despite theabQve, willingness to pay has been the most commonly used measure <iue to 
the ease of eliciting this value in a CV market. 

The potential of the CVrnethod to value a diversity of environmental commodities has 
resulted in the method being widely applied. Increasingly, a number of studies support tile 
contention that the CV method provides valid estimates of total willingness to pay for 
environmental commodities. For instance, Brookshire et al (1982) compared. theCV 
method with the HP method in a study of air pollution and concluded that the CV method 
yielded estimates of willingness to pay for environmental improvement in em urban setting 
consistent with HP analysis. More recently, LQomis (1989) evq1uateQ the reUabiijtyof the 
CV method by resurveying the same population nine monllts after the original survey and 
found that reported willingness to pay was reasonably stable over the time period st\Jdioo. 

s. NON-MARKET VALUATIONS AND SALINITY MANAGEMENT 
PLANNING 

What potential do the three methodologies discussed have in relation to the measurement 
of environmental amenities in salinity management planning? 

To the extent that environmental preferences are visible in market decisions, the related
market methods - HP and TC methods - are useful tools. The HPmethod has been used 
to detennble tbe effect of land improvements on rural property values. As mentioned 
earlier, land improvements such as surface and sub-surface drainage, laser grading and 
whole 1~:"1T' :dyout are the principal components of on-farm options to control salinity. A 
measure ~f the benefits of such practices will provide individual land holders with 
valuable additional infonnation to make investment decisions for salinity control. To the 
extent such improvements contribute to maintain on-farm production and reduce off-farm 
salinity effects, it will assist in derennining the most appropriate level of cost share 
between. private land holder~ !mU the government in salinity management planning. 

The usefulness of the TC method is limited to the estimation of recreational benefits that 
involves travel. Recreation is a major environmental commodity provided by wetlands, 
particularly duck hunting. During the hunting season a large number of duck hunters visit 
the wetlands for this sport. The TC method can be used to measure the consumer surplus 
generated by this activity which will be an indicator of the benefit of wetlands. Other 
recreational benefits such as camping, bird watching, etc. if actively pursued in the 
wetlands can also be detennined through the TC method. 

The TC method can then be particularly useful to detennine the existing value of 
recreation from the availability of a particular single recreation site. This value then 
represents the recreational benefits foregone if a particular project or land use alternative is 
adopted. This has direct applicability to salinity management planning where a decision 
has to be made as to whether a wetland, is to be used for saline water disposal or as a 
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~vaporationbasin. The method is also useful to detennine the benefit (cost) if a single 
site's environmental quality is enhanced (reduced) in adopting a particular salinity control 
option. 

Related.~market meth<Xis have restricted applications, being able to measure only specific 
aspects of environmental commodities. The environmental benefits of salinity 
management planning go far beyond these. In all the SMPs to date the emphasis of the 
environmental benefits bas been on the conservation values of the natuml ecosystem; i.e. 
the wetland~ and associated flora and fauna. Their value is embodied in the knowledge 
that they exist, though society may not hav~ a direct use for them. The CV method is the 
most suitable to value such existence or non-user values of e.'lviromnental commodities. 
The merit of the CV method lies in its capability to measqre a wicie range of 
environmental amenities having both user as well as non-user benefits. Hence it offers the 
greatest potential as a research tool to detennine the environmental benefits of salinity 
management planning in Victoria. 

6. CONCLUSION 

No doubt each of the methods discussed above have their own strengths and weaknesses 
and hence, should be treated on their own merit. As commented by Anderson and Bishop 
(1986): "In a world where market values have tremendous clout in the political arena and 
where non-economists all too often treat unpriced environmental commodities as if they 
either had zero or infinite values, the policy relevance of non market valuation isassured". 
To decision makers any information provided by these methods is better than total 
ignorance. 
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